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a b s t r a c t 

Content personalization is a long-standing problem for online news services. In most per- 

sonalization approaches users of a news service are represented by topical interest profiles 

that are matched with news articles in order to properly decide which articles are to be 

recommended. When constructing user profiles, existing personalization methods exploit 

the user activity observed within the news service itself without incorporating additional 

information that can be obtained from other sources. 

In this paper we study the problem of news personalization by leveraging usage infor- 

mation that is external to the news service. We propose a novel approach that relies on 

the concept of “search profiles”, which are user profiles that are built based on the past 

interactions of the user with a web search engine. We extensively test our proposal on 

real-world datasets obtained from Yahoo. We explore various dimensions and granularities 

at which search profiles can be built. Experimental results show that, compared to a basic 

strategy that does not exploit the search activity of users, our approach is able to boost 

the clicks on news articles shown at the top positions of a ranked result list. 

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Online news services have dramatically changed the way people access information. Nowadays, the Web has plenty of

news sites. While this large amount of resources provides a fruitful source of information for journalists or other profession-

als, it may create a problem for normal end users who typically want to reach the desired pieces of information as quickly

as possible. 

A number of today’s online new services, such as Google News and Yahoo News, aim at aggregating different news

sources and presenting them to their end users in an organic way. During a session on these news aggregators, users expect

to be provided with content that they consider relevant, useful, or interesting. Since every single user has her own set of

interests, personalization of presented news results becomes an important requirement. 

Personalization of a news service is a long-standing challenge. Traditional approaches consist of ranking news articles

based on how well they match the user’s interests [4,7,17–19,22,26,27,32,35] . Inferring the interests of a specific user (i.e.,
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building a user profile ) is a critical aspect that heavily affects the quality of a news personalization system. While earlier

systems explicitly asked users to specify their profiles [8,42] , it is common today to develop automated user-profiling strate-

gies that do not require any manual effort on the user side [4,19,22] . 

One of the most valuable information sources used to automatically build user profiles is the online behavior exhibited

by users during their interaction with online services. In general, the online behavior can be obtained from endogenous or

exogenous sources. In the context of news personalization, endogenous information refers to the interaction of users with

the news service itself (e.g., news articles they have read in the past), while exogenous information consists of the user

activity that is performed on services other than the news service. 

In most existing news personalization systems user profiles are built using endogenous information [13,30,31,34,38] . The

rationale is that a news article read by a user represents a clear evidence of her interests. While endogenous information is

undoubtedly the most reliable source in automatically discovering user interests, it may not tell us the whole story about the

user. Indeed, most users interact with several online services, each serving a different purpose. Hence, it is not uncommon

that the interaction with a service reflects user interests that are related to that specific service only and, as such, cannot

be unveiled by other services. This means that user interests arising only from endogenous information may correspond

to a limited portion of the overall user interests. In this context, exogenous information constitutes a precious source of

additional knowledge to complete user profiles and, as such, improve the quality of a news personalization system. 

As an example, consider a user from Europe who is used to access an online news service mainly for football news.

Suppose that this user is planning a trip to the US and starts interacting with a web search engine to look for flights and

accommodation, thus leaving a clear trace in web search logs about her current interest in the US country. Now assume

that, while she is still planning her trip, a news about significant changes in the rules for European citizens to enter the

US becomes public. This news is clearly interesting for the user, as it might even preclude her access to the country she

is planning to visit. In this example a news personalization system relying only on endogenous information would not be

able to recognize such news as relevant or useful, as the news content does not match the user’s interest about football

(the only interest manifested during the user’s past interactions with the news service). On the contrary, this news would

be recognized as interesting and probably recommended to the user if the system relied on exogenous information derived

from web search logs. 

Contributions 

In this paper we study the novel problem of news personalization by leveraging web search query logs. To the best of

our knowledge, the problem of studying the impact of such an exogenous information source on news personalization has

never been considered before. 

Our claim is that the endogenous information provided by the interaction of users with the news portal can be enriched

by exogenous information extracted from web search query logs in order to improve the overall news personalization ex-

perience. Specifically, our goal is to understand what kind of information in query logs should be considered to build more

complete and higher quality user profiles. This is orthogonal to the specific methods used for constructing user profiles and

combining profiles from different sources. In this work we show that very basic methods already suffice to significantly

improve the quality of news recommendation, thus attesting that a clear signal on the impact of the web-search source

on news personalization exists regardless of the complexity of the employed models. More sophisticated models are clearly

expected to be even more effective. For instance, running a topic model on top of search and news profiles together would

lead to simultaneously finding latent relationships between the two types of profiles, with consequent benefit with respect

to considering each type of profile in isolation. Devising the best ways of building profiles from query logs and combining

them with endogenous profiles is however an interesting open problem that we defer to future work. 

Our approach focuses on users who have used both the online news service and the search service. For each user, we

record the terms contained in the queries that the user issued to the search engine and, for every query of the user, we

record the terms contained in the titles and abstracts of the top 10 results returned by the search engine as answers to the

query. These terms altogether constitute what we call the search profile of the user. For the personalization task, we consider

the search profile of a user coupled with her news profile , which is the basic profile built based only on the past interactions

of the user with the news service. More precisely, for a given user, both her search profile and her news profile are used to

score the news articles, by computing: (1) the cosine similarity between the vector representing the search profile and the

vector representing the news content, and (2) the cosine similarity between the news profile vector and the news content

vector. We then produce a unified ranking that takes into account both the search profile score and the news profile score

by resorting to two alternative methods traditionally used in the literature: ( i ) score aggregation , where the two initial scores

are combined into a new single score that is eventually used for producing the ultimate ranking, and ( ii ) rank aggregation ,

where the two initial rankings are aggregated into a single ranking through a voting strategy. 

We conduct a thorough experimental evaluation to verify whether and when such a combination of search profiles and

news profiles can improve the quality of the news personalization task compared to using news profiles in isolation. The

main findings arising from our experimental evaluation are as follows: 

• The combination of search profiles with news profiles considerably improves upon using news profiles only, and the

score aggregation method outperforms the rank aggregation method. 
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• Using search profiles consisting of query terms and the terms contained in the titles of the top 10 search results leads

to a significant improvement, while including the terms contained in the top 10 abstracts does not increase the person-

alization quality further. 

• Employing search profiles leads to improvement for both active users (expected) and inactive users (positively surprising).

• The quality of search profiles depends on the number of queries used to build the profiles. In our experiments we observe

an improvement upon the strategy that relies only on news profiles when a user issues no less than 300 queries in a

period of 3 months, i.e., when a user issues around 3 queries per day, on average. 

• Building search profiles using three months of search history consistently improves the quality of recommendation upon

the case where the search history spans a shorter period. On the other hand, extending the time period further (e.g.,

from four months up to six months) does not bring additional improvement upon the three-month case. 

• As user interests evolve with time, more recent search profiles should reflect user interests better and thus ensure higher

quality recommendations. In our experiments we show that using search profiles that are one-month old improves the

quality of recommendation by up to 5.7% with respect to using profiles that are two to six month old. 

Roadmap 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces how we build search profiles and combine them with

news profiles. Section 3 reports on our experimental evaluation. Section 4 discusses related work. Section 5 concludes the

paper. 

2. Search-Enhanced news personalization 

In this section we report the details of how we leverage the web search history of users to improve their news personal-

ization experience. We restate that the goal of this work is to assess the impact of search query logs on news personalization

in terms of what piece of information should be used to have better user profiles. The strategies we leverage for both profile

construction and news ranking are the basic ones. As we will show in Section 3 , these basic approaches are already enough

to achieve considerable improvement in the quality of the news-personalization task, thus confirming that news personal-

ization can benefit from web-search information regardless of the complexity of the employed models. More sophisticated

solutions exist, such as statistical models, collaborative-filtering techniques, or click-through/session-based approaches for

constructing user profiles from query logs (e.g., [10,43] ), as well as machine learning approaches to combine multiple user

profiles. Employing these solutions can further improve the quality of our approach and studying their impact constitutes

an interesting open problem that we defer to future work. 

2.1. Constructing search profiles 

We construct the search profile of a user by using the information extracted from the query logs of a web search engine.

Query logs record all actions that users perform on the search service. Specifically, they keep track of the time a query was

issued, by whom, and the top- k result web pages returned by the search engine as answers to the query. For each result

web page, we have access to its URL, title, and an abstract summarizing the content of the page. 

Previous work has shown that queries are a good proxy for representing user interests, especially in a personalization

task [20] . In general, however, queries on their own contain very few terms and, as a consequence, search profiles built

by considering only query terms may easily suffer from a sparsity issue. A possible solution is to exploit the additional

information contained in the top results of a query. The fact that such web pages are returned as an answer to the query

by the underlying search engine is an implicit evidence that their content is likely to be relevant to the query and they

can thus be safely exploited to expand the query-term-only search profiles. In particular, we enrich the search profiles by

considering titles and abstracts of the top result pages. We hereinafter refer to search profiles built using only query terms,

query terms plus title, and query terms plus title and abstract as, query-based, title-enriched , and abstract-enriched search

profiles, respectively. 

More formally, we construct a user profile as follows. Given a topic space T of dimensionality N f , a user profile is repre-

sented as an N f -dimensional numerical vector, where each element i denotes the degree of user interest in the topic i in T .
In this work we resort to the basic bag-of-words model to define the topic space, therefore N f corresponds to the number

of distinct terms (i.e., 1-grams) that form the vocabulary. The degree of user interest in the topic (term) i is computed by

employing a standard TF-IDF strategy, whose details are provided next. 

Let N u be the total number of users and N q be the total number of queries issued to the search engine by all users in

a selected time period. The terms of the complete set of queries can be represented as an ( N q × N f )-dimensional integer

matrix Qw , where each entry Qw ij stores the number of times term j appears in query i . The title terms and the abstract

terms of the top results of each query can be represented in an analogous way by ( N q × N f )-dimensional matrices Tw and

Aw , respectively. Matrices Qw, Tw , and Aw basically keep track of the TF part. The information about the queries issued by

the various users is instead stored in a binary matrix Qu of size N q × N u , where Qu i j = 1 if and only if user j issued query

i . 

Using the above notation, the query-based search profiles of the selected users are represented as an ( N u × N f )-

dimensional matrix Uq defined as Uq = Qu 

T Qw . Similarly, the title-enriched search profiles are given by the matrix
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Ut = Qu 

T ( Qw + Tw ) , while the matrix Ua = Qu 

T ( Qw + Tw + Aw ) corresponds to the abstract-enriched search profiles. To

properly account for term importance, the entries of the three matrices Uq, Ut , and Ua are scaled using an IDF function

computed on the corresponding user profiles. Specifically, each count in Uq, Ut , and Ua is multiplied by a scaling term

computed as the logarithm of the ratio between the total number of queries in the log and the number of queries where

the corresponding term appears. IDF is just one among many possible functions that can be used to alleviate the shortcom-

ings of excessively frequent terms. 

Note that matrices Uq, Ut , and Ua contain the search profiles of all users in the selected set: the profile of a single user

i can be obtained by simply selecting the i th row of the matrix of interest. 

2.2. Combining search profiles with news profiles 

In a real news recommender system every time a user j accesses the system, she is provided with a ranked list of n

news articles. Each news article a l is assigned a relevance score se jl that expresses how relevant a l is for user j . Specifically,

the score se jl reflects how well news a l matches the news profile of user j . A common approach to compute this relevance

score is to set it equal to the cosine similarity between the news profile vector and the news vector. The scores { se jl } n l=1 
determine the ranking positions { pe jl } n l=1 

( pe jl ∈ [1.. n ]) associated with the articles in the list: higher scores correspond to

lower ranking positions. 

To leverage search profiles, we associate each news article a l with a further relevance score ss jl , which is computed as

the cosine similarity between the search profile of user j and news a l . The relevance scores { ss jl } n l=1 
in turn yield a further

ranking { ps jl } n l=1 
. 

In order to combine relevance scores and/or ranking positions given by search profiles and news profiles, we rely on two

basic strategies, namely score aggregation (denoted SP_Score , where SP stands for search profiles) and rank aggregation

(denoted SP_Rank ). The difference between the two approaches is that SP_Score aims at combining the two relevance

scores and using this combined score to infer a news ranking, whereas SP_Rank directly combines the two rankings in order

to derive the final ranking. Specifically, the combined score Ss jl provided by SP_Score is computed as a linear combination

of the min-max-normalized se jl and ss jl scores (normalization performed to project the two rankings onto a common [0,

1] range). We experiment with various values of the parameter used to control the combination. More details on this are

in Section 3 . The final ranking produced by the SP_Rank method is computed by applying the well-known Borda-count

election method to the two rankings { pe jl } n l=1 
and { ps jl } n l=1 

. 

3. Experiments 

In this section we report our experimental evaluation that aims at assessing the validity of the proposed search-profile-

based methods SP_Score and SP_Rank . We first describe the experimental setting in Section 3.1 , while in Section 3.2 we

discuss the results. 

3.1. Setting 

Dataset 

We use the click logs of Yahoo News and the query logs from Yahoo Web Search. 1 We rely on the news click logs of a

random day and build search profiles by using the queries that were issued at most six months before that day. We restrict

our evaluation to a sample of the users who clicked on at least one news article on the test day and issued at least 10 0 0

queries during the three-month period before the test day. This results in a set of about 70K users, for whom a total number

of 140K independent news recommendations have been produced during the test day. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the

number of recommendations that are provided for the users in our dataset. 

Methods 

We implement the proposed SP_Score and SP_Rank as discussed in Section 2 . As far as the SP_Score method, we set

the parameter that controls the linear combination between the search profile score and the news profile score to 0.5, as

we empirically observed that this value gives good results in most cases. 

The main goal of the evaluation is to compare SP_Score and SP_Rank to a baseline method that relies on news profiles

only, where the news profiles shared by the proposed methods and the baseline are built by keeping track of the content of

the past news read by a user. In particular, the baseline method is a hybrid news-personalization system that exploits only

news profiles. 2 It combines (i) content-based information given by the cosine similarity between the news profile of a user

and the vector representing the content of a news article, and (ii) collaborative-filtering-like information taking into account

how relevant a news article is for other users most similar (in terms of news profile) to the user at hand. More precisely, for

each user u and term t in the vocabulary, a weight w ut is computed as the number of times user u has clicked on a news
1 Publicly available at https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=r&did=75 . 
2 The baseline method is part of the news personalization module currently used in Yahoo. 

https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=r&did=75
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article containing term t . The ultimate news profile vector of user u corresponds to an N -dimensional real-valued vector � v u
(where N is the vocabulary size), whose entries � v u (t) , for each term t , are computed as the logarithm of the ratio between

w ut and the number of clicks on the same term t of other users who have clicked on news articles similar to those clicked

by u . This way news profiles rely on both content-based information (weights w ut ) and collaborative filtering (scaling given

by the weights of other similar users). Recommendations are made by ranking news articles by a combination of cosine

similarity between news profiles and news vectors and popularity (in terms of absolute number of clicks) of the article. 

As a further baseline, we consider a recency-based approach that is quite popular in the context of news personalization.

Specifically, according to this method the news articles in each pageview are re-ranked in descending order of their pub-

lishing time. For details about the notion of pageview please see blow. We refer to this recency-based approach as TimeB . 

Performance assessment 

The interaction between a user and the news site is as follows. Every time a user accesses the system, she is provided

with a list of 20 news articles, which are primarily ranked by the baseline method exploiting news profiles only. We refer

to a pair 〈 user, news list 〉 as a pageview . Our goal is to re-rank the 20 news articles in each pageview by employing the

proposed SP_Score and SP_Rank methods. 

We evaluate the quality of the news rankings produced by our methods by resorting to the Normalized Discounted Cumu-

lative Gain (NDCG) metric [5,36] . NDCG measures the quality of a ranked list of items/documents by giving more importance

to the items ranked at the top positions of the list. If the user is not satisfied with what is immediately proposed to her,

she will need to scroll down with the risk of losing attention. The NDCG aims at measuring this phenomenon, by discount-

ing the recommendations at lower positions of the ranking. This perfectly conforms with the news-personalization context,

where, regardless of the device, only a few slots are available to display recommendations. 

In our use case, for each pageview p , we define the relevance rel ( a ) of an article a on p as equal to 1 if the user clicked

on a , 0 otherwise. Let ρ denote a ranking of the news articles present in the list of a pageview and let ρ( i ), for all i ∈
[1..20], denote the article at position i of the ordered list defined by ρ . The Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) of a ranking

ρ is defined as: 

DCG (ρ) = rel(ρ(1)) + 

20 ∑ 

i =2 

rel(ρ(i )) 

log 2 (i + 1) 
. 

For each pageview p , let also ρ∗ denote the ideal ranking of the articles in the news list of p , that is an ordered list where

the articles having relevance equal to 1 are all put in the front of the list, while the articles with relevance 0 follow them

(ties broken arbitrarily). The NDCG of a ranking ρ is finally defined as the ratio between the DCG of ρ and the DCG of the

ideal ranking ρ∗ [23] : 

NDC G (ρ) = 

DC G (ρ) 

DC G (ρ∗) 
. 

The main goal of our evaluation is to assess whether the proposed search-profile-based methods yield higher NDCG

values than the baseline. Specifically, in each set of experiments, we focus on the average NDCG value (i.e., averaged over

all pageviews), on the cumulative distribution of NDCG values, as well as on assessing whether the difference between two

overall sets of NDCG values (i.e., for all pageviews) is statistically significant. In particular, we assess statistical significance

by employing the Wilcoxon signed rank test [15] . This choice is motivated since ( i ) the Wilcoxon test does not require for

the statistics to be tested to follow any specific distribution, and ( ii ) it is a paired test, which is needed in our context as, for

any set of experiments, we compare pairs of observations coming from two competing methods (i.e., NDCG values obtained

for a specific pageview). 
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Fig. 2. NDCG results of the news-profile-only baseline ( B ), the recency-based baseline ( TimeB ) and a strategy based on search profiles only (title-enriched 

search profiles, 3-month training period). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2. Results 

In the following we report and discuss the main experimental findings observed with our empirical evaluation. Particu-

larly, we are interested in evaluating six critical aspects: 

(1) Usefulness of search profiles both in isolation and in combination with news profiles, 

(2) Important features at the base of search profiles, 

(3) Benefits of search profiles for active and inactive users, 

(4) Volume of search queries needed for building satisfactory search profiles, 

(5) Time horizon to be considered for constructing search profiles, 

(6) Impact of recency on the quality of search profiles. 

In the following we provide detailed discussions on each of these aspects. 

1. Do search profiles improve the quality of news personalization? First of all, even though our proposal considers

search profiles in combination with news profiles, we believe it is anyway worth taking a look at the performance while

using search profiles in isolation. We report this experiment in Fig. 2 and we observe that the results confirm what is

suggested by common sense: the search-profile-only strategy is not enough to outperform the news-profile-only strategy

(denoted as B in the figure). This was expected, as past interactions with the news service is the primary source of informa-

tion to discover user interests in news. What is more interesting is that the difference between the two strategies is tangible

but not particularly evident. This suggests that there is a good chance of observing consistent improvements when combin-

ing search profiles with news profiles. The experiments below confirm this claim. Before moving to that, we point out that

Fig. 2 also reports on the results of the recency-based baseline TimeB , which recommends news based on their recency.

Results show that such a baseline performs evidently worse than the news-profile-only baseline B , and even worse than the

search-profile-only strategy. Thus, we avoid reporting its results in the rest of the experiments. For easiness of presentation,

we hereinafter use “news-profile-only baseline” and “baseline” interchangeably to refer to the news-profile-only baseline. 

In Fig. 3 we compare the NDCG results achieved by the proposed SP_Score and SP_Rank methods to the baseline. The

results of our methods reported here refer to search profiles built considering a 3-month training period and exploiting

terms from each query issued along with the title of its top-10 result web pages (i.e., title-enhanced search profiles given by

the matrix Ut defined in Section 2.1 ). The figure shows that our methods clearly outperform the news-profile-only baseline

in terms of both average NDCG and overall distribution of NDCG values. Importantly, as reported in Fig. 3 (a), the differences

between the proposed methods and the baseline are statistically significant. Among the two proposed methods, SP_Score

exhibits in general better accuracy: this is motivated by the fact that its profile-combining strategy is more fine-grained than

SP_Rank (see Section 2.2 ). 

Therefore, based on the findings above, we can state that it is possible to improve the quality of news personalization by

exploiting the web search history of a user. 

2. What are the important features to be considered in a search profile? To answer this question, we study the impact

of building search profiles at different granularities, i.e., by considering query terms only (i.e., query-based search profiles

given by the matrix Uq defined in Section 2 ), or including information from titles (i.e., title-enhanced search profiles given

by the matrix Ut in Section 2 ) or titles plus abstracts (i.e., abstract-enhanced search profiles given by the matrix Ua in

Section 2 ) of the top-10 web pages returned as results to the query by the underlying search engine. 

The results of this experiment are reported in Fig. 4 . The first finding is that query terms alone are too sparse to allow any

method to obtain a clear improvement upon the news-profile-only baseline. In fact, using query terms only, our SP_Score
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Fig. 3. NDCG results of the baseline ( B ) and the proposed SP_Score and SP_Rank methods (title-enriched search profiles, 3-month training period). 

Fig. 4. NDCG results of the baseline ( B ) and the proposed SP_Score and SP_Rank with different information considered to build the search profiles: 

query-based search profiles (Q), title-enriched search profiles (Q + T), abstract-enriched search profiles (Q + T + A). 

 

 

 

 

 

method slightly outperforms the baseline, but the difference is not statistically significant. Instead, augmenting the search

profiles with both queries and titles (Q + T) gives much better results: the differences with respect to the baseline are

statistically significant for both SP_Score and SP_Rank . Further enriching the search profiles with terms in the abstracts

clearly keeps the difference from the baseline statistically significant and leads to a slight ulterior improvement with respect

to using Q + T terms. The improvement is however not that evident: the average NDCG only slightly increases (0.07% for
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Fig. 5. NDCG results of the baseline ( B ) and the proposed SP_Score and SP_Rank methods for different users (title-enriched search profiles, 3-month 

training period). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SP_Score and 0.11% for SP_Rank ), and the difference between the Q + T NDCG values and the Q + T + A NDCG values is

not statistically significant. A possible explanation is that the terms contained in the abstract but not in the title are usually

contextual terms that add only little information to what is already provided by the query + title terms themselves. 

Considering the increased dimensionality of the resulting search profiles when using abstracts, we can thus conclude

that building search profiles using query + title terms is perhaps the best choice in terms of trade-off among accuracy,

computational effort, and space needed to store the profiles. 

3. Is there any difference between active and inactive users? The next aspect we focus on is to which extent the

improvement exhibited by our search-profile-based methods distinctly affect users who are active/inactive in the news site.

We define active and inactive users as those who clicked on at least 100 and less than 100 news articles during a 3-month

training period, respectively. The ultimate goal is to understand whether our strategy is valid also for users who have a

weaker interaction with the news site, i.e., users who have less than 100 clicks on the news website during the 3-month

training period. The results are reported in Fig. 5 . According to the figure, for either active or inactive users, both SP_Score

and SP_Rank methods achieve better NDCG results than the news-profile-only baseline, and the differences are statistically

significant. The impact of this finding is noteworthy, as it clearly assesses that the proposed methods leveraging exogenous

information improve the quality of news recommendation, even for those users who exhibit weak interaction with the news

site. 

4. How many search queries are needed when building a search profile in order to observe quality improvements?

We now shift the attention to the problem of assessing how much web search history is actually needed for observing an

improvement in the quality of news personalization. In Fig. 6 we report the results achieved by aggregating title-enriched

search profiles at different granularities (in terms of number of queries): from 200 to 10 0 0 queries. The queries we consider

in the various samples are randomly selected from the ones issued by each user during a three-month period. The figure

shows that the improvement of SP_Score upon the baseline starts right after 200 queries and gets progressively larger.

The improvement of SP_Rank happens later: at around 600 queries. The difference from the baseline becomes statistically

significant at around 300 queries ( SP_Score ) and 700 queries ( SP_Rank ), respectively. In summary, we can state that the

quality of the news personalization system can evidently benefit from the use of web search history for a number of 300

queries issued in a period of 3 months (i.e., an average of around 3 queries per day). 

5. How much time should the historical information span in order to produce high-quality recommendations?

How does the quality vary with the increase in time span? The objective here is to analyze the behavior of the proposed

search-profile-based methods when the training period varies. We aim at discovering the impact of the amount of historical
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information collected for each user on the performance of the search profile for that user. In particular, we consider title-

enriched search profiles based on queries issued on a time period spanning one month, two months, . . . , up to six months

before the test day. 

Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the size of search profiles, computed as the number of queries issued by a user divided

by the maximum number of queries among all users. The distributions for search profiles based on queries issued during

four and five months are not reported for the sake of readability of the figure. Results of our methods are instead reported

in Fig. 8 . 

For all time periods considered, the figure shows that both SP_Score and SP_Rank are significantly better than the

news-profile-only baseline, and increasing the training period always leads to better accuracy, although the improvement

tends to decrease with increasing time period. Indeed, in Fig. 8 (b), where we report whether the difference between the

results of two consecutive time periods is statistically significant, we can see that this observation only holds for the time

periods of up to three months, while for the remaining time periods the differences are not statistically significant. Based on

this finding, we can therefore conclude that the richer the search profile is, the more useful the search signal is in the news

personalization task, at least up to a three-month time period. Considering time periods larger than three months does not

lead to any consistent performance improvement. 

6. How does the recency of constructed user profiles affect the quality of news personalization? Herein, we focus

on the problem of understanding how recent the search profiles should be in order to guarantee good performance. To this

end, we perform the following experiment. We build search profiles considering different time windows before the test day.

Particularly, we set the size of the time window equal to one month and we let such a window slide back from the test

day month by month, up to six months ago. To be more clear, assuming for example January 1st 2014 as the test day, we

consider search profiles built based on the queries issued during December 2013 (1 month back), November 2013 (2 months

back), . . . , and July 2013 (6 months back). 3 
3 Note that this experiment is different from the experiment we conducted for experiment 5, where, when we talk about a time period of k months, we 

refer to search queries issued during the whole period between the test day and the k months before the test day. 
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Fig. 8. NDCG results of the baseline ( B ) and the proposed SP_Score and SP_Rank with different training periods to build the search profiles (title-enriched 

search profiles). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 9 . Such results show that the recency of the search profiles clearly

matters. Indeed, the further the time period considered to build the search profiles from the test day, the lower the accuracy

of the recommendation. Particularly, the average NDCG when considering a 1-month-back period is 5.7% and 5.6% larger than

the average NDCG resulting from a 6-month-back period for the SP_Score and SP_Rank methods respectively. 

4. Related work 

News personalization has become an extremely active research area in the last years [28] . Existing approaches are usually

broadly classified into collaborative filtering [41] , content-based [33] , and hybrid [9] . 

Collaborative-filtering-based news-personalization systems [13,40] recommend news to any specific user based on the 

ratings of other users who share similar interests with her. A well-known limitation of such approaches is the so-called item

cold-start problem , which concerns the hardness of recommending items that have very few ratings or no ratings at all. This

weakness is particularly problematic in the context of news personalization, given the inherent highly-dynamic nature of

the items (i.e., news) to be recommended. For this reason, content-based systems are more common [4,6,7,18,19,22,27,44] .

The general idea behind such systems is to build a user profile based on the user’s past activity on the news website and

recommend news based on how well they match that profile. Collaborative filtering and content-based systems are also

combined together into the so-called hybrid news-personalization systems [12,21,29–31,47] . 

Regardless of their specific category (i.e., collaborative filtering, content-based, or hybrid), existing news-personalization 

systems do not rely on information external to the news website. As a result, they all suffer from the so-called user cold-

start problem , i.e., the problem of providing effective recommendations to users who exhibit poor interaction with the news

website. In this work we aim at overcoming this issue by leveraging external information coming from search query logs. 

A related body of research looks at microblogging services like Twitter to deliver personalized news [1,2,14,24,25,39] . Our

work departs from this existing literature first of all because we exploit another source of external information, i.e., web

search query logs. Also, and more importantly, our work is noticeably different in spirit. In all those works, in fact, user pro-

files are built based on the microblogging service only, which makes the resulting microblogging-based news-personalization

module alternative to the default module present on the news website [14] . We instead use external information in order to
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Fig. 9. NDCG results of the baseline ( B ) and the proposed SP_Score and SP_Rank methods with varying the recency of the search profiles (title-enriched 

search profiles). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

complete user profiles deriving from the interaction with the news website so as to achieve a direct impact on the default

news-personalization module itself. 

A number of works presented in the literature deal with the problem of incorporating externally-provided OLAP-based

aggregate ratings into recommender systems [3,45,46] . This problem is only marginally related to the problem we tackle in

this paper, as it follows the general direction of content recommendation based on external data, but it however remains

different from several perspectives. First of all, it does not explicitly deal with news personalization, but with recommending

content in general, especially movies, for which aggregate-rating providers are more easily available (e.g., IMDB) than in the

case of news articles. Second, aggregate ratings cannot be considered as a real external information source as they are still

derived from the interaction between users and items that are at the basis of the recommendation. Our goal is instead to

exploit an external source such as search query logs that do not directly express any interaction between users and items

to be recommended but can anyway unveil useful additional interests. 

Finally, the problem of exploiting web-search information, such as query logs, click-through data, or session data, for

personalization of online services has been extensively studied in the literature. However, this body of research has focused

on personalization of services that are inherent to web search itself, such as type resolution of entities in a web-search

query [37] , enrichment of web-search queries by query expansion [11] or web-search results [16] . Our work instead exploits

information from web-search queries to improve personalization of an external service, i.e., a news portal. 

5. Conclusions 

We addressed the problem of news personalization by leveraging information extracted from web search query logs.

We devised a method that represents the interests of a users based on the web search queries she issued, the titles of

the pages returned as a result to the queries, as well as the displayed snippets. We evaluated two strategies for combining

personalized news rankings obtained by exploiting web search history with news rankings obtained through common user

interactions with the news site. Our experiments indicate that exploiting search profiles leads to considerable improvements

upon using traditional news-interaction-based profiles only. 

In the future we plan to dig into the methods used for constructing search profiles and to combine search profiles and

news profiles. In particular, as a first attempt, we will study the impact of using topic model on top of search and news

profiles, so as to better capture the latent relationships between the two types of profile. We also plan to apply the same

idea to other services that may provide user-interaction data (e.g., social networks). In general, in fact, the entire web history

of a user can potentially be used for personalization. 
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